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SUMMARY: In certain situations, which occur with particular frequency in the field of surgery and its related disciplines (where

what predominates are observational-type studies), the management of randomized controlled clinical trials (RCT) is very difficult and as

such, conducting a systematic review (SR) based on RCT and realice a meta-analysis is even more difficult. Therefore, we have generated

a methodology for implementing a SR with different types of designs (including observational studies) as an alternative in order to clarify

the uncertainty in the field of therapy when there are few RCT and the evidence relies so heavily on descriptive and observational studies.

The aim of this study, was to set out a methodology that leads to a SR with various types of designs. Methodologycally, this is based on

consideration of the different primary studies through the application of a methodological quality score made up of 3 items (type of study

design, size of the population studied and methodology used in the study). Once assigned a point score, a calculation of weighted

averages with their respective confidence intervals of 95% is applied to each variable to be studied, which finally enables to apply a meta-

analysis and compare groups. A methodological proposal leading to a SR with various types of designs.

 

KEY WORDS: Review Literature; Meta-Analysis; Evidence-Based Medicine; Intervention Studies; Epidemiologic Studies;
Evaluation Studies.

INTRODUCTION

Possibly one of the major dilemmas of the clinician
in everyday practice is deciding what treatment to choose
for a patient. Unfortunately, the information available is so
extensive that, curiously, instead of helping us make the best
decisions, it often only serves to add to the confusion and
we end up with greater uncertainty than before beginning
our search for information.

It is for this reason, although it might seem a platitude,
that logic indicates that for all dilemmas the scientific method
must be applied in such a way as to advance rationally
towards the solution. Therefore, it is essential to develop the
scheme in Figure 1, which clearly illustrates that the first
step is defining the clinical problem and transforming it into
an answerable question; then, with a well defined question,
we can find an answer, which we have to look for in an

appropriate source of knowledge; then, we have to design
an information search strategy, analyze the information
carefully and, finally, summarize the evidence found
according to its level, methodological quality, validity and
reliability. This process can be summed up in one sentence:
“to look for the best evidence available with the maximum
efficiency in order to respond to a research question”
(Manterola, 2001).

Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the
evidence, which is extracted from “levels of evidence”, is
no more than a scale which tries to “qualify” the evidence
available, so that the existing clinical designs for investigation
are hierarchized according to their robustness in various fields
of clinical knowledge (treatment, prevention, etiology and
damage, prognosis, diagnosis and economic analyses) as
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outlined with the updated evidence table for treatment studies
published by the Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine in
Oxford (CEBM, 2007) (Table I). This one, like any scale, is
made up of numerical values, whose meaning could be
translated as “excellent”, “good”, “satisfactory”, “bad”, “very
bad”, etc., and provides us with a useful tool for referring to
the evidence that supports our actions. These qualifications
stem from the validity and reliability of articles (Streiner &
Norman, 1995; Manterola & Riedemann, 2002).

However, let us return to the original concern: how
to choose a treatment based on evidence or how to look for
the best evidence of a determined treatment efficiently. When
observing Table I, it can be understood that reading or
implementing a high-quality randomized controlled clinical
trial (RCT) or a systematic review (SR) that uses high-quality
RCT (wrongly called meta-analysis), we are answering our
concern efficiently and with an optimal level of evidence. In
certain situations, however, which occur with particular

frequency in the field of surgery and its related disciplines
(where what predominate are observational-type studies),
the management of RCT with double masking is very difficult
or simply impossible. Therefore, the other option is to try to
clarify the uncertainty by means of a SR. Unfortunately, in
the field of surgery and related disciplines the development
of RCT is complex and just as problematic as finding or
conducting a SR.

Therefore, we have created a methodology to perform
a SR with different types of designs as an alternative in order
to clarify the uncertainty in an area of treatment when there
are few RCT and the evidence relies heavily on descriptive
and observational studies. This initiative has been assessed
by the Cochrane Methodology group (Cochrane, 2007).

The aim of this paper is to set forth the proposal that,
simply put, can be applied by various clinical research groups
when they cannot perform SR with traditional meta-analysis.

Fig. 1. Diagram of a work strategy to pass from a daily clinical problem to the summary of the evidence available.
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MATERIAL AND METHOD

Selection of the primary studies. Once the research question
has been posed and the general and secondary aims set out,
it remains to define the study variables for the performance
of the SR. Then, the primary study population with which
one is going to work needs to be detailed, which means
specifying the inclusion and exclusion criteria; for example,
it is possible to include studies with neither language
restriction nor date of publication, where the effect of the
use of a treatment is compared to a placebo administered
prior to decision-making, in adults, with no gender restriction.
Excluded were review or newsgroup articles, letters to the
editor, clinical guides and other SR, articles with a topic not
related to the study or with a sample contaminated by a
patient or patients who did not fulfill some criterion or criteria
of inclusion or articles whose summary is not available in
the database we searched. The study response variables will
need to be subsequently defined.

Search for information. Next, the databases used to search
for articles (Cochrane Library, MedLine, EMBASE, SciELO,

LILACS, etc.) will need to be specified and a strategy
developed to search for primary studies, for which it is crucial
to stipulate the target population and the inclusion criteria.
In an initial stage, conducting a sensitive search is advised,
using free MeSH terms (Medical Subject Headings) and “free
words”, so that finding a high percentage of published
literature is ensured. A specific search can then be performed,
adding Boolean terms and limits in order to significantly
reduce the number of articles.

Analysis of the studies and data extraction. Afterwards, a
methodology is to be applied for reviewing the articles that
fulfilled the selection criteria, for which it is advised to use
critical reading guides for treatment (Manterola et al., 2004)
and apply validity tables (SIGN, 2004).

Application of methodological quality score. The selected
articles must then be subjected to an analysis of
methodological quality, applying the score designed by the
authors, which has face and content validity. This is made

Degree of

recommendation

Level of

Evidence Source

1 a SR of RCT, with homogeneity (which includes studies with comparable results and the same

orientation).

1 b Individual RCT (with narrow confidence intervals).

A

1 c Efficacy proven by clinical practice and not by experimentation.

2 a SR of cohort studies, with homogeneity (which includes studies with comparable results and

the same orientation).

2 b Individual cohort study and low quality RCT, for example with less than 80% follow-up.

2 c Investigation of results in health, ecological studies.

3 a SR of case-control studies, with homogeneity (which includes studies with comparable

results and the same orientation).

B

3 b Individual case-control studies.

C 4 Series of cases and cohort studies and low-quality cases and controls. .

D 5 Expert opinion with no explicit critical assessment.

Table I. Evidence level for therapy studies.

SR: Systematic review. RCT: Randomized controlled clinical study. Note: This is part of the scale which can be viewed on the web page because the
original includes levels of evidence for other types of scenarios (prognosis, diagnosis, etc.).
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Item 1. Study design Point score assigned

Multicenter Clinical Trial 12

Randomized Clinical Trial  (with double blinding) * 9

Clinical Trial (w/o blinding or simple, w/o randomization) ** 6

Concurrent Cohort 4

Cases and controls and historical cohort studies 3

Cross section 3

Series of cases 1

Item 2. Population studied x justification factor
         (FJ = 2 justifies the sample and 1 does not)

Point score assigned

≥  201 6 or 12

151- 200 5 or 10

101 – 150 4 or 8

61 – 100 3 or 6

31 – 60 2 or 4

≤  30 1 or 2

Ítem 3. Methodology used Point score assigned

Aim

Clear and concrete aims are set out 3

Vague aims are set out 2

Aims not set out 1

Design

The design used is mentioned and justif ied 3

The design used is mentioned 2

The design used is neither mentioned nor justified 1

Selection criteria of the sample

Inclusion and exclusion criteria are described 3

Inclusion or exclusion criteria are described 2

Selection criteria are not described 1

Size of the sample

The sample used is justified 3

The sample used is not justified 1

Final score Total point score

Item 1 + ( Item 2 x justification factor) +Item 3 6 to 36

up of 3 items: the first, related to the type of study design;
the second, to the size of the population studied adjusted
according to whether the size of the sample is justifiable or
not; and the third to the methodology used in the study at
issue (aims, justification of the design, eligibility criteria of
the sample and their justification). This way, a scale is created
that is the sum of items 1, 2 and 3, whose final point score

can fluctuate between 6 and 36 points, assigning 6 points to
studies of lower methodological quality and 36 points to those
of the highest quality, with a quality cut-off of 18 points
(Table II). This score is to be applied independently by 2
investigators, who, in cases of discrepancies, appeal to the
opinion of a third investigator and these then arrive at a
decision by consensus.

Table II. Score calculation.

*: Includes limited randomized clinical trials (conglomerates) and quasi-experimental studies. **: Includes experimental studies (before
and after studies).
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Plan of analysis. Once each article selected has been
assigned a point score in relation to its methodological
quality, an exploratory analysis of the data is conducted,
descriptive statistics are applied and a “calculation of
weighted averages” (product of the sum of the study varia-
bles for the methodological quality score of the article where
it came from, divided by the sum of the scores for the
methodological quality of all the articles in the study) to
each variable to be compared (Fig. 2). This guarantees the
safeguard that articles of good methodological quality, with
a good level of evidence design (for example an RCT or a
prospective cohort study), are fairly represented when
comparing results with an article of lower methodological
quality, with a low level of evidence design (for example, a
series of cases), even though the latter has a higher number

of subjects treated. This idea can be better understood when
observing Table III, which corresponds to the abstract of an
Excel sheet in which the treatment of the variable “morbidity”
appears in any SR. In the first column is the author, in the
second the number of subjects treated, in the third year of
publication, in the fourth morbidity reported in the primary
article, in the fifth the product between the variable morbidity
by methodological quality score of the primary article and
in the last column the methodological quality score for each
article studied. Thus, the great dispersion of morbidity values
reported by different studies can be confirmed, in such a
way that one can detect studies of poor methodological
quality (scoring of 6, 7 and 8 points) that report morbidity
figures of 4.0%, 7.5%, and 3.8%, respectively. On the other
hand, studies of high methodological quality can be seen
(scoring 29 and 30 points) that report morbidity numbers of
25.3% and 27.8%, respectively. Which are more trustworthy?
When observing the last line of the fifth column, the weighted
average of the variable morbidity is verified for this group
of studies of varying design type. The weighted average of
the variable morbidity for this entire group of articles is
20.92%, a figure closer to the one reported by the studies of
high methodological quality. In the square beside it, the value
“156” can be seen, which corresponds to the sum of the scores
of all the studies, the average of which was 13 points. This
means, in general terms, that except for two studies, all the
others were of mediocre or poor methodological quality.
Nonetheless, this exercise allows us to summarize the
information available and then compare it to the results
obtained for the same variable for another treatment group.Fig. 2. Representation of the formula for calculating the weighted

averages for a study variable.

Table III. Example of calculation of weighted averages for the variable morbidity in an SR for any therapy group.

Note: The average of the methodological quality score for these studies is 13.0.

Author
Nº patients

treated
Year of

publication
Morbidity

 (%) Morbidity * score
Score

(points)

1 80 2002 3.8 30.40 8

2 25 1999 28.0 476.00 17

3 63 2002 28.6 336.00 12

4 60 2002 12.0 132.00 11

5 830 2002 25.3 733.70 29

6 27 2002 33.3 199.80 6

7 48 2000 12.5 125.00 10

8 79 2001 27.8 834.00 30

9 1274 2001 7.0 63.00 9

10 16 2002 4.0 24.00 6

11 40 2002 7.5 52.50 7

12 154 2002 23.4 257.40 11

13 27 2002 33.3 199.80 6

Weighting 2696 20.92 156
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Based on this methodology, we have answered the
following questions: What is the best surgical option for
treating patients with morbid obesity, considering open and
laparoscopic techniques? (Manterola et al., 2005a), What is
the best surgical option for treating patients with
uncomplicated colon cancer, when comparing open and
laparoscopic techniques? (Manterola et al., 2005b), What is
the best therapy for patients with choledocolithiasis with the
gall bladder in situ, comparing endoscopic and surgical,
laparoscopic and open procedures? (Vial et al., 2005). In the
same way, we have performed bibliometric studies, using
the score previously indicated to value the methodological
quality of various surgical journals (Pineda et al., 2005;
Manterola et al., 2006a, 2006b).

RESULTS

The results report the total number of related articles
that fulfilled the selection criteria according to the databases
in which they were found, describe the design of articles
analyzed and their distribution into treatment or placebo,
the year of publication, the methodological quality of the
studies, placing particular emphasis on the comparison
groups, the number of patients studied in primary articles,
the treatment schemes used (if applicable), the reporting of
adverse effects and finally, the comparison of the resultant
behavior of the variables of interest between the groups
studied. For this, comparative tables can be created, in which
a column is used to express the weighted averages obtained
for the articles that used the test treatment and another column
for the weighted averages obtained for the articles that used
the placebo; both figures with their respective confidence
intervals of 95%, which enables a kind of meta-analysis of
the information.

DISCUSSION

It is assumed that science is cumulative, but
evidence is rarely accumulated systematically. Evidence
is usually handled via a plethora of articles and reports of
primary studies, without the new data being integrated into
the context of previous or similar studies. For this reason,
there is the alternative of performing or consulting a SR.
An observational and analytical type of design, which
makes it possible to analyze (among others) published
evidence in relation to some topic in particular and,
therefore, to compare two or more kinds of intervention
for a result of a determined interest (Manterola &
Riedemann, 2001).

What is the level of evidence and the methodological
quality of surgical publications? In this respect, we can say
that the most frequently found methodological faults were:
absence of a research question or working hypothesis, va-
gue objectives, low level of evidence designs, small
percentage of RCT, absence of patient selection criteria,
non-justification of the sample used and inappropriate use
of statistics. To this, it should be added that the vast majority
of the RCT found were of poor quality and not very reliable
(Pineda et al.; Manterola et al., 2006a, 2006b), a fact which
adds a point of greater controversy to the issue of how
valid and reliable the results are, which are obtained from
a SR performed with these types of primary studies, since
we started from the basis that the majority is not of level
1b but of 2b.

Why is it so difficult to conduct RCT in some areas
of clinical practice, surgery and related disciplines? This
is associated on the one hand with the degree of difficulty
in conducting this type of study and on the other essentially
with the following facts: the need to work with numerous
and comparable groups of patients, therefore considerable
sample sizes if what is desired is to obtain results with
appropriate power and the problem of administering
placebos to the “control group”, a group that is sometimes
the one compared to a group that was operated on (McLeod
et al., 1996; Howes et al., 1997; Sondenaa et al., 1997).

We also have the problem of masking, because
numerous interventions are performed on the patient
directly by the clinic or the surgeon (for example, in an
investigation that involves a wound or scar, we could only
compare surgical techniques performed in a similar fashion
or by a more or less common access, otherwise in order
for the one receiving or measuring the effect of the therapy
to remain masked, we would have to inflict a wound simi-
lar to those of the study group on patients from the control
group, which would be ethically unacceptable); in the field
of surgery, we know that interventions are “operator-
dependant”: that there are therefore greater ethical
controversies in assigning a random allocation and, finally,
because the training period directly influences results (Lee
et al., 2000; Horton, 1996; McCulloch et al., 2002).

For all that has been expounded here, it seems to us
that an alternative option to advance trying to clarify the
uncertainty if we did not have RCT or SR based on these,
is the performance of a SR that can contribute a level of
evidence 2 or 3, working with varied research designs, for
example with observational studies that are sometimes the
only design alternative to respond a question (Hu et al.,
1996); rigorously safeguarding the methodological quality
of each study analyzed in such a way that the weight
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assigned to an RCT bears relation to a series of cases; that
the appropriate weight is granted to a study with an “n” of
3000 treated subjects when comparing it to a study with an
“n” of 30 cases; that a study with clear and concrete
objectives that define selection criteria, justifies the sample
used, etc., is appropriately valued in relation to a study that
lacks objectives or that does not mention selection criteria
of patients to treat or does not justify the sample size used.

Now, as it always interests to us to make
comparisons, it is possible that with this methodology we
could not determine relative risk or odds ratios; comparisons
can indeed be made, however, through the weighted
averages and their respective confidence intervals. It must
be remembered that the meta-analysis is nothing other than
a way of calculating an average or “common effect” and
this is possible to carry out when more than one study has
calculated an effect, when the results were obtained from
similar measures and there is access to data (Pettiti, 2000;
Clarke & Oxman, 2007; Egger et al., 2001). In fact, the
issue of the heterogeneity of the studies is somehow

minimized with the application of the methodological
quality score and the weighting of averages.

Therefore, if one must answer the question whether
a SR can be performed using different types of designs, it
seems to us that the answer is yes. To do this, it is necessary
to conduct an exhaustive search of the best evidence, to
read critically the studies found extracting the data, to apply
a methodological assessment of articles, to weigh the results
according to their methodological quality and finally to com-
pare them. However, to this must be added the generalization
of the results to other populations, which must be left up to
the authors executing the SR.

A simple and novel methodological proposal leading
to a systematic review with various clinical types of designs
is presented.

This alternative, can be applied by various research
groups when they cannot perform SR with traditional meta-
analysis.
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RESUMEN: En ciertas situaciones, en especial frecuentes en el ámbito de la cirugía y sus disciplinas afines (donde lo que
predomina son estudios de tipo observacional), la conducción de ensayos clínicos con asignación aleatoria (EC) es muy difícil; por ende,
realizar revisiones sistemáticas (RS) con base en EC y posteriormente meta-analizar la información lo es aún más. Por esta razón hemos
generado una metodología para realizar RS con diferentes tipos de diseños (incluyendo estudios observacionales), como una alternativa
para aclarar la incertidumbre en el ámbito de la terapia cuando existen pocos EC y la evidencia se apoya fundamentalmente en estudios
descriptivos y observacionales. El objetivo de este estudio fue exponer una metodología para conducir RS con diversos tipos de diseños.
La metodología, se basa en la ponderación de los diferentes estudios primarios a través de la aplicación de un escore de calidad metodológica
compuesto por 3 ítems (tipo de diseño del estudio, tamaño de la población estudiada y metodología empleada en el estudio). Una vez
asignado un puntaje se aplica un cálculo de promedios ponderados con sus respectivos intervalos de confianza del 95% a cada variable
que se desee estudiar, lo que permite finalmente realizar un meta-análisis y comparar grupos. Se presenta una propuesta metodológica
para conducir RS con diversos tipos de diseños.

PALABRAS CLAVE: Revisión sistemática de la literatura; Meta-análisis; Medicina basada en evidencia; Estudios
prospectivos; Estudios epidemiológicos; Estudios de evaluación.
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